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■ I love multi-flash hummingbird

photography, which I used for
this Black-billed Streamertail
image. The strategy requires
the use of appropriate flowers,
setting up an attractive background, and carefully placing
each of the flash units. Feb 2018.
Eastern Jamaica near Fairy Hill.

W

hen I started taking photos of
birds almost 20 years ago, I
imagined that capturing great

images involved serendipitous moments earned from hours upon hours

has a reduced rate of success.
I strongly believe that by being
organized and doing your homework you can dramatically skew the
odds in your favor. In this article, I’ll
discuss some of the strategies I use to set
up better bird photos.

of trekking through the wilderness.

Bring the Birds to You

And sometimes it does!

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

More often than not, high-quality images
of birds, and indeed all wildlife, are captured
as the result of research, planning, and setting up to get the shot. Sometimes this involves setting up the perfect stage and bringing the bird to you through bird seed, fruit,
or water. Other times, you have to pursue the
birds onto their turf in more natural settings.
The second option is more challenging and

Backyard Bird Feeders and the Seven
Elements of a Great Bird Photo
The most common and relatable way of attracting birds to a setup is with a backyard
bird feeder. More than 50 million people in
North America feed their backyard birds an
estimated one million tons of seed each year.
So, even if you don’t have a feeder set up in
your own yard, there is a good chance you
know someone who does.
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counterclockwise from bottom: ■

The perch is just as
important as the bird itself. A visually interesting
perch adds to the overall beauty of this Crimsonrumped Toucanet image. Mar 2020. Tandayapa Valley, Ecuador. ■ The high-elevation Great Sapphirewing is one of the largest hummingbirds and one of my
favorites. Its massive blue wings resemble a tropical
butterfly in flight. Jan 2016, Parque Nacional Los
Nevados, Colombia. ■ Knowing that woodpeckers
are most comfortable landing on vertical trunks, I
set up this large limb adjacent to an existing fruit
feeder in the Atlantic Forest in Brazil. Sure enough,
a Blonde-crested Woodpecker staged on this perch
each time he visited the fruit feeder. July 2016.
Atlantic rainforest near Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
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There are several fantastic benefits to
backyard feeder setups. For one thing,
you have the home-field advantage and
all the time in the world to get great
shots. You can pick and choose the days
with the best light, and you can quickly
and easily set up if an exciting bird decides to drop in for a few days.
I remember one day, years ago, when
I was just starting out in photography,
I was visiting my parents house in Toronto. My nonbirder father excitedly
announced that he had seen a strange
woodpecker with a red head in the

backyard. My scepticism was high, but
I nonetheless paid close attention to
the feeder for the next half hour or so.
Sure enough, Dad was right! Just a few
minutes later, a stunning Red-headed
Woodpecker showed up on his migratory journey farther north. I grabbed my
gear, set up a perch near the feeder, and
nailed the shot.
Another great advantage to backyard
bird feeders is that the birds tend to
quickly become used to your presence
and allow a close approach. If you don’t
own a massive super-telephoto lens,

this is a huge benefit.
Unfortunately, a steady stream of willing customers at your bird feeder does not
guarantee great bird photos. Far from it.
Whether in your backyard or at a tropical
lodge in the Andes mountains, you have to
pay attention to some very important fundamental concepts. I like to call these the
seven elements of a great bird photograph.
If you apply these elements, I guarantee you
will take better bird photos.
1 ■ EXPOSURE • Successful bird images
must be properly exposed so that they do
not look too light or too dark. Creating a cor-
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rect exposure boils down to controlling the
amount of light that reaches the digital sensor. Cameras control this through the interworkings of three factors: the duration that
the shutter is open (shutter speed), the size
of the opening in the lens (aperture), and the
sensitivity of the film (ISO speed). The best
way to ensure proper exposure is to learn to
read your camera’s histogram and make adjustments through exposure compensation
(adding or subtracting light from the way the
camera meters a scene).
2 ■ LIGHT • Photography is all about light.
Understanding that light has quality, direction, and intensity, and knowing how to harness these factors, is an absolute must for any
bird photographer. Great bird photographs
can be taken in direct sunlight, shade, under
cloudy skies, and with the use of flash. Learning about light and how to work with, instead
of against, it is crucial for bird photography.
3 ■ COMPOSITION • Besides being
exposed properly, an image must be well
composed. This generally means a balanced
arrangement of the elements within the
frame (bird, perch, and background). Infinite possibilities exist. Following standard
compositional guidelines, such as the rule of
thirds, and ensuring that there is more room
in front of the bird than behind it are good
starting points.
4 ■ SHARPNESS • Most bird photographers are, with good reason, obsessed with
the sharpness of their images. This is because
sharp bird images (especially around the
bird’s eye) are much more intimate, professional, and natural-looking. The sharpness of

top: ■

In the hot and dry Pantanal region of

Brazil, a large fruiting tree like this one is a
magnet for birds like the stunning Toco Toucan. July 2017. Pantanal, Brazil.

bottom: ■

When the lighting conditions allow, I love
capturing hummingbird images in natural
light. Having a fast-enough shutter speed is
the key to this type of image, as can be seen
with this Black-crested Coquette photograph.
Mar 2011. Volcán Turrialba, Costa Rica.
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clockwise from top: ■

Images with complex backgrounds are hard to set

up. In the field, look for photographic opportunities to show the bird’s
habitat, behavior, and natural history, as in this image of a Scarlet-bellied
Mountain Tanager. Sep 2013. Parque Nacional Manú, Peru. ■ A sumac
branch, in sumptuous fall colors, makes an excellent setup perch for
this Blue Jay. Oct 2010. Perth, Ontario. ■ To capture fantastic portraits
of hummingbirds, such as this image of a Velvet-purple Coronet, sometimes all it takes are a few well-placed and appropriately sized perches
next to a hummingbird feeder. Mar 2020. Tandayapa Valley, Ecuador.

an image requires using good equipment, proper technique and support, an adequate shutter speed to freeze movement, and, most of all,
accurate focus on the subject itself.
5 ■ THE PERCH • Imagine a photo of your favorite bird species
that is properly exposed, well lit, and sharp as a tack. Now imagine that
this image shows the bird perched on a chain link fence or an electric
line. No matter how good an image is, it will not be successful unless
the bird is perched on a natural-looking and appropriately sized perch.
The perch is just as important as the subject itself. It should give clues
about the type of habitat where the bird lives and add interest to the
overall image.
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clockwise from top: ■

To photograph

some birds, it’s all about finding the
right location. In the case of this Ocellated Turkey, that place was the
grounds around Tikal National Park in
Guatemala, where birds have become
habituated to people. Away from this
site, they are very shy, and much more
difficult to find and photograph. Apr
2019. Parque Nacional Tikal, Guatemala. ■ When a rare and beautiful bird
like this Plate-billed Mountain Toucan
shows up at a fruit feeder, you owe
it to yourself to take time to create a
beautiful setup. Mar 2020. Tandayapa
Valley, Ecuador. ■ Among the most
spectacular of all hummingbirds, the
rare and range-restricted Marvellous
Spatuletail was a thrill to photograph.
Nov 2011, Near Pomacochas, Peru.
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6 ■ THE BACKGROUND • What many
bird photographers often overlook is the backdrop upon which they capture their images.
Otherwise-superb photographs can be ruined
by busy backgrounds or distracting elements
in the frame. When setting up a feeding station, it is very important to create distance between the subject and the background in order
to produce images with backgrounds that are
pleasantly out of focus and that highlight the
bird rather than distract from it.
7 ■ THE POSE • Even if all of the other elements are in place, a successful bird photograph cannot be created if the bird is looking
away from the camera. Eye contact is a must;
it draws the viewer into the image. Any number of poses can be pleasing. Some species like
nuthatches even have “characteristic” poses
that they often present. In general, the most
desirable poses are those with good eye contact and in which the bird is turning its head
slightly toward the camera.

Fruit Feeders: The Tropical Version
The skills and lessons learned from setting up
a backyard bird feeder easily transfer to locations farther from home. Birdwatching lodges
around the world often maintain fruit feeders
or water drips that attract a wide variety of exciting visitors.
But just because stunning birds come into
photo range does not guarantee a quality image. More often than not, these feeders were
not set up with photography in mind. Several
of our critical seven elements, such as light direction, background, and perch selection, are
likely to have been ignored.
Luckily, with a little ingenuity, these elements can often be temporarily modified to
suit the bird photographer’s needs. Before
making any changes, though, it is essential to
ask permission from the lodge owner or staff.
If given the green light, the first order of business is to replace nonphotogenic perches with
something more attractive. Next, consider the
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background. Decide if there is a way to position yourself so that you have a relatively
clean window. Moving just a few feet one way
or another may lead to a clean, out-of-focus
backdrop for images that let the birds stand
out. Take stock of the light angle throughout the day and see if there is an ideal time
to shoot. If not, then your best bet may be to
take photographs when the clouds are out
and the light is flat.
Hummingbirds: Perched and In Flight
In the New World Tropics, most lodges hang
feeders filled with delicious sugar-rich nectar
to satisfy the sweet tooth of hordes of eager
hummingbirds. Feeding stations offer phenomenal opportunities to capture images of
these tiny flying jewels.
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Photographing perched hummingbirds
is often as simple as observing them for a
few minutes and taking note of their favorite
perches. These birds are very habitual and
tend to return to the same perch over and
over again. Once you find a reliable perch,
remember your seven elements and set up for
the shot. Another practical strategy is to set
up a variety of small, attractive perches near
the feeders. The birds may take some time to
get used to these, but within a few hours your
efforts may yield some excellent images.
Photographing hummingbirds in flight is
a bigger challenge. One tactic is to set up an
appropriate flower near the feeders and add
some of the sugar-water solution to it. If there
is enough activity at the feeders, it will be only
a matter of time before you get a customer. Or

you may try to photograph birds in flight as
they back away from taking a gulp of nectar.
These strategies work well, but I personally like a bit more control and reliability. I have
spent a lot of time developing techniques for
what I call “multi-flash” hummingbird photography. By using an artificial background
and lighting the entire image with a very brief
pulse of flash, I can control the lighting of the
image and freeze the hummingbird’s wings in
a very reliable and spectacular way.

Field Photography
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

It would certainly make life easier if all birds
came to us, but that is far from reality. There
are a lot of beautiful birds that can be photographed at feeders. The vast majority,

top: ■

A lot of skill and artistry

goes into a successful bird feeder
setup. The right perch, in a good
position, led to this striking image
of a Golden-hooded Tanager. Oct
2014. Caribbean lowlands, Costa
Rica. right: ■ To photograph birds
that do not visit feeders, such as
Magellanic Woodpeckers, you
have to seek them out. Your hunt
will be easier if you do some research ahead of time to learn
where they are likely to be found,
what sounds they make, and
which types of trees or food they
like. Oct 2017. Parque Nacional
Conguillío, Chile.
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though, must be pursued in their natural
habitat, where capturing an image becomes
much more challenging.
Do Your Research
When it comes to field photography, I strongly believe that achieving successful images
always starts with doing research. Knowing
where your target bird species is most likely
to be found and learning that bird’s call are
fundamental aspects of field photography.
Fortunately, there are incredible resources
available on the internet. When I am hoping
to find and photograph a given species, my
first stop is often ebird.org, hosted by the
Cornell Lab of Ornithology. This website is
very helpful for finding birds. Type in the
species you want, and you will instantly see
all the sightings in your area. This is often the
best place to start your research.
If I am going farther afield to a foreign
country, I do a bit more research before heading to eBird. I may not be familiar enough
with the birdlife to even know which species to search for. For my international trips,
I usually start my research process with a
visit to the website cloudbirders.com; this is
another superb resource with thousands of
searchable birdwatching trip reports from all
over the world. You can download and read
these for free and get a much better sense of
the avifauna of the country you plan to visit.
After reading through dozens of reports, I
form a plan for which parts of the country to
visit, which lodges to stay at, and which target bird species to search for.
Whether I am shooting at the local wildlife reserve or thousands of kilometers from
home, I consider it essential to learn the calls
of my target birds. For field photography,
knowing the birds’ calls is the most important piece of the puzzle. Many resources are
available to help us learn these calls, and you
don’t have to learn them all at once. Several
birding apps for your smartphone act as digital field guides, complete with range maps,
photos, drawings, and audio recordings of
bird calls. CD sets from your public library
or the extensive website xeno-canto.org offer
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clockwise from bottom: ■ This

beautiful Swallow-

tailed Hummingbird was guarding his feeder and
returning to the same perch over and over again.
But that was an ugly, human-made object. I
taped on this more elegant perch, and he happily
took to it within minutes. Nov 2013. Atlantic rainforest, Brazil. ■ It’s harder to get birds to land on
perches with leaves or needles, but these perches can be the best setups. They look very natural,
as illustrated in this image of an Evening Grosbeak. May 2011. Salmon Arm, British Columbia.
■ When a Red-headed Woodpecker popped into

the backyard for just a few hours during spring
migration, I quickly set up a perch and got a nice
shot. May 2008. Etobicoke, Ontario.
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clockwise from far left: ■ I put a beautiful flowering perch

close to a nesting box occupied by Mountain Bluebirds.
The birds repeatedly landed on it as they brought snacks
for their growing babies. When you are photographing
around nests, take precautions to minimize or eliminate
any disturbances, as the birds’ well-being must always
come first. May 2009. South Okanagan grasslands, British Columbia. ■ Birds used to landing straight on a feeder
may need some encouragement to sit on your perch. I
often place a few leaves around the fruit just to confuse
a bird enough so that it lands on the setup branch first.
That strategy worked well for this Blue-winged Mountain Tanager. Jan 2018. Manizales, Colombia. ■ During
a visit to Riding Mountain National Park, I hoped to find
Black-backed and American Three-toed woodpeckers.
Knowing that they favor recently burned areas, I popped
into the ranger’s office to ask about any new burns. A
few hours later, I had captured images of both species,
and was especially pleased with this American Threetoed Woodpecker portrait. May 2011. Riding Mountain
National Park, Manitoba.

additional options for learning bird sounds. Start with
just a handful of birds, and then slowly add to your bird
vocabulary with each trip into the field.
Be Organized, and Don’t Sleep In
Another aspect of field photography that is critical to
success is being organized. All the little things can add
up to a successful shoot. When I head out into the field,
I always prep all of my gear the night before and lay everything out ready to go. That way, when the alarm goes
off at an unpleasant hour, I don’t have to think about
anything except grabbing my gear and getting out the
door.
I want to be on site early, well before the light is bright
enough to capture images. This gives me plenty of time
to get set up and start listening for the bird calls I have
memorized. With luck, I can find my target species and
start observing birds before the sun is up.

W

hether in your own backyard, at a local nature reserve,
or at an exciting foreign wilderness retreat, capturing
exceptional images of birds requires a bit of setup. If you
pay close attention to the “seven essential elements” of
a great photo, do some research and planning, learn the
birds’ calls, and stay organized, you stand a much better
chance of taking eye-popping images of birds.
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